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Labnaf Product Editions 

See also the Labnaf Product Description 

 

Labnaf Addin Corporate Edition 

A Labnaf Addin for Sparx Systems' Enterprise Architect for teams of architects, strategists and analysts 
collaborating in a shared DBMS repository. Key features include the Labnaf modeling language, diagrams and 
toolboxes, dynamic model validation, diagram generation, Excel and CSV import, Excel and CSV report 
generation, implicit connector generation, element values initialization and automatic value calculation. 

The package also includes 

- the fully fledged Labnaf startup repository, 
- predefined charts and dashboards, 
- Labnaf document templates for Word, PDF, RTF generation, 
- Labnaf templates for Excel and CSV generation, 
- Labnaf diagram templates for diagram generation, 
- Labnaf sample templates for value calculations, 
- the Labnaf template for HTML generation, 
- the Labnaf Customization Workbench for customizing the Labnaf modeling language and tools, 
- the Labnaf Language Transformer Lite Edition to transform any language into the Labnaf language, 
- a sample repository. 

 

Labnaf Addin Team Edition 

A Labnaf Addin for Sparx Systems' Enterprise Architect for teams of architects, strategists and analysts 
collaborating in a shared DBMS repository. Key features include the Labnaf modeling language, diagrams and 
toolboxes, dynamic model validation. 

The package also includes 

- the Labnaf startup repository, 
- Labnaf document templates for Word, PDF, RTF generation, 
- the Labnaf template for HTML generation, 
- the Labnaf Customization Workbench for customizing the Labnaf modeling language and tools, 
- the Labnaf Language Transformer Lite Edition to transform any language into the Labnaf language, 
- a sample repository, 
- the guidance web site. 

 

Labnaf Addin Standalone Edition 

A Labnaf Addin for Sparx Systems' Enterprise Architect for architects, strategists and analysts working with 
file-based/EAP repositories. Key features include the Labnaf modeling language, diagrams and toolboxes, 
dynamic model validation, diagram generation, Excel and CSV import, Excel and CSV report generation. 

The package also includes 

- an extra-lite version of the Labnaf startup repository, 
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- Labnaf document templates for Word, PDF, RTF generation, 
- the Labnaf template for HTML generation, 
- the Labnaf Customization Workbench for customizing the Labnaf modeling language and tools, 
- the Labnaf Language Transformer Lite Edition to transform any language into the Labnaf language, 
- the guidance web site. 

 

 

Labnaf PowerShell Professional Edition 

Scheduled/batch operations for architecture industrialization and governance including diagram generation, 
Excel and CSV report generation, Word generation, HTML publication, Excel and CSV import, value calculation, 
model validation, email error reports distribution, backup to local model repository file, advanced repository 
synchronization, automatic repository content refactoring and normalization, implicit relationship generation, 
diagram selection (any criteria) for automatic locking and connector freezing… 

 

 

Labnaf Language Transformer Professional Edition 

Automatic transformation, in a repository, of existing modeling elements and connectors in terms of types, 
stereotypes and tagged values. Enables translation of any language like ArchiMate, BPMN or UML into any 
other language e.g. Labnaf (and vice versa). This includes imports from Visio or Archi. 
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